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Symbolic Symmetry Reduction

Goal: combining symmetry reduction and symbolic
techniques

Why is this important?
Symmetry is ubiquitous in real-life systems

Explicit-state model checking suffers severely from
state space explosion

BDD-based symbolic techniques
1. can handle much larger systems
2. can discover deeper design bugs
3. work well with powerful logics such as

the µ-calculus
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State of the Art

Symbolic techniques (BDD, SAT) successful on some
examples, fail on (too many) others

One reason: apparent incompatibility with powerful
abstraction techniques like symmetry reduction

viz. Orbit Problem for BDDs:
representation of symmetry equiva-
lence relation blows up provably
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Prior Work

Generic Representatives [ET99,EW03] to transform
program into symmetry-reduced version with succinct
symbolic representation

Idealistic Assumption: input program is given as
synchronization skeleton, i.e.

processes transit among local states
(instead of change variables)

exactly one process executes at a time
(no synchronized transitions)
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What’s New?

Our Contributions:

How to counter-abstract a real-life program:
in practice, local variables instead of local states

Processes with large local variable domains:
techniques to reduce local state space

Advanced control flow structures not directly
expressible by synchronization skeletons:

concurrent reset statements, process queues

Properties with little internal symmetry:
liveness, fairness
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Applications

Telephony Systems

Operating Systems

Client-server Architectures

=⇒ systems with many identical
or near-identical components
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Full Symmetry

. . . means: transition relation invariant under permutations

States are equivalent if identical up to renaming
(permuting) process ids

Quotient structure formed over equivalence classes
bisimulation equivalent to original structure

Problems:
BDD representation of equivalence relation blows up

Amelioration using multiple representatives:
less reduction effect
quotient construction faster, model checking slower
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Generic Representatives: the idea

[ET99]: Symmetry-reduce before building Kripke
structure

Counting processes in any local state is enough:

{1 × N, 1 × T, 1 × C}
instead of

{NTC,NCT, TNC, TCN,CNT,CTN}

Translate input program into version based
on counters

[EW03]: Treatment of global variables that store
process ids, like token variables
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From Local Variables to Local States

Local process variables with ranges V1, . . . , Vn:

potentially |V1| · . . . · |Vn| local states

=⇒ in theory: number of counters exponential in number
of variables

In practice: can be reduced dramatically, sometimes
exponentially
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Local Reachability Analysis

Simple Observation: if local state (x = v, y = w) is
unreachable, no need to create counter for it!

Problems:

1. In general, “local” reachability depends on behavior
of other processes ⇒ cannot be determined locally

2. Don’t want to do reachability analysis for all potential
local states, since their number is exponential

Solutions:

Liveness Analysis

Apply technique in many special cases
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Liveness Analysis

Variable x is live at a program point if there exists a future
along which x is used but not assigned before

Observation: only variables that have overlapping live
ranges need to be counted together

Example: given

x ∈ {A,B,C}, y ∈ {D,E, F,G}

If x and y are never live (“used”) together, need only
3 + 4 = 7 counters instead of 3 ∗ 4 = 12.

Liveness Analysis can be done locally and efficiently.
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Special Cases

Where can knowledge about the program help reduce
local state space size?

Variables are dead before first use

Variables known to have certain values in certain parts
of the program

Especially program counter pc:
pc = i iff process executes line i of its program.
If variable x cannot have value v at line i,
no need for counter (pc = i, x = v)
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Synchronized Execution

Concurrent reset statements: forall i : xi := 0

Implementation with counters is

somewhat complicated: replace above statement by
the parallel execution of
1. c := 0 for counters c such that c(x) 6= 0

2. c := c + d for all counters c, d such that
c(x) = 0
d(x) 6= 0
d(y) = c(y) for all y 6= x

often inefficient with BDDs if domain of x is large
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Serializing Process Execution

Prevent complexity of previous slide by executing xi := 0
one process at a time:

1. new global boolean variable f , initially false

2. replace forall statement by f := (∃i : xi 6= 0)

3. additional guard for every statement: ¬f

4. new statement: f ∧ xi 6= 0 −→ xi := 0; f := (∃i : xi 6= 0)

CTL properties preserved after “adjustments”:

original structure serialized structure
AG good AG(good ∨ f)

AG(req ⇒ AF ack) AG((req ⇒ AF(ack ∧ ¬f)) ∨ f)
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Serializing Process Execution (2)

Benefits:

1. Counter updates have simple form c := c − 1, d := d + 1

2. Implementable with BDDs of size O(n) (n processes)

3. Property adjustments are simple conjuncts or disjuncts
(exception: AX/EX temporal operators: adjusted
property has alternation depth incremented by 1)

Applications:

Reset after deadlock discovery

Invalidation of cache data after “exclusive” request

generally, in connection with broadcasts from a
centralized process
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Properties Lacking Internal Symmetry

. . . = formulas with unsymmetric propositional subformulas:

∀i : Φ(i) (Φ(i) refers only to process i)

General approach [PXZ02]:

Factor out process 1, declaring its variables global

Symmetry-reduce with respect to other processes

Use the fact that ∀i : Φ(i) iff Φ(1)

Improvement: if system is fully symmetric, counter-
abstract processes 2, . . . , n!

Care must be taken with global token variables that refer
to process ids
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“Counter-Abstraction Save One”

Assume local state names [1..l].

1. One additional global variable l1 ∈ [1..l]

2. Generic token variables now have range [1..l] ∪ {H}
(“H”: process 1 has token)

3. Counters n1, . . . , nl have range [0..(n − 1)]

4. Symmetric expressions in guards and properties
must be adjusted, for example:

specific generic
∀i : ¬Ci nC = 0 ∧ l1 6= C

∃i : Ti nT > 0 ∨ l1 = T
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Benefits and Applications

Benefits:

Symmetry reducibility nearly unchanged
(potentially (n − 1)! compared to n!)

All advantages of generic representatives apply:
no orbit relation required, no multiple representatives

Formula adjustments minor; negligible overhead

What is it good for?

Verification of properties with only top-level symmetry over
fully symmetric structures, in particular liveness:

∀i : AG(req i ⇒ AF ack i)
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